Frontline Hammock
Spec Sheet

The DD Frontline Hammock is a very comfy, versatile and tough hammock:
- Performs well in both hot and cold climates
- Can be set-up in different ways as required (with or without mosquito net etc.)
- Very comfy, made to last and able to handle extreme conditions

With Mosquito Net deployed

With Mosquito Net underneath
(when not needed)

With Mosquito Net tied above

Specs:
Colour:

Olive Green, Coyote Brown, Jet Black & Maroon Red

Size:

2.7m x 1.4m

Material:

190T polyester with fine mosquito netting

Weight:

Hammock only:
Cords + Bag + Poles:
Webbing / rope:
Total weight (all of above):

Weight limit:

150kg

Includes:

10m of webbing / rope already attached, 2 x 2m of elastic cord, Waterproof stuff sack,
2 x Lightweight Poles (for spreading the mosquito net out).
Hammock can also be used without these.

Mosquito Net:

Fine mesh keeps out all mosquitoes and other insects. Black colour - easy to see out of.

Uses:

Can be used with or without mosquito net (when using without net simply flip the hammock
over so the net is underneath).
Hammock has zips on both sides allowing for quick and easy entry / exit from either side.
Suitable for use in both hot / tropical and cold climates (two layer base allows insulation/
foam mat etc. to be put inside in colder weather and the two layers also prevent large
mosquitoes biting through the base in tropical conditions). Hammock is breathable.
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865g
130g
175g
1,170g
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Set-up options:
Setting it up:
1. Find two living (strong) trees between 3m and 6m (10ft - 18ft) apart. Ideally 4m (12ft) apart.
2. Position the hammock so it is central between the trees and tie each end to a tree (you can use the bow knot that you use
to tie your shoes, this works well and is quick and easy to untie).
3. It should be tied reasonably tight and should rest just above sitting height. It will drop slightly once you
enter it.
4. We recommend you test the knots by pulling hard on the ropes at each end before entering the hammock.
5. Now the hammock is ready for you to enter. Simply sit down into it slowly, once you’re sitting in the
hammock, swivel your legs round and you’re ready to sleep!

.
.
.

Please see the different set-up options below:
Hammock is easy to use and set up.
The hammock is very stable and will not tip over once you are inside it.
Most people find it best to have the foot end tied a little higher than the head end. This stops you sliding down the
hammock during the night (as your upper body is heavier than your legs).

With Mosquito Net Deployed:
When needed the DD Frontline Hammock can provide a
completely insect and mosquito free sleeping system.
It is very easy to set up with the mosquito net deployed. Simply set
the hammock up following the ‘Setting it up’ instructions above.
Once it is tied between the trees you can use the elastic cord to tie
the mosquito net to your tarp / basha or directly to the trees.
You can then insert the poles into the mosquito net sleeves - the
poles help spread out the mosquito net creating more room inside
the hammock.
There are also three loops to put a stick into instead of the poles (if
you remove the poles).
The mosquito net can also be used without poles or sticks (it is not
as spacious inside the hammock - but it does still provide mosquito
protection).
With the two zips on either side of the hammock it is very quick and
easy to enter and exit the hammock from either side.
The mosquito netting is very fine and provides protection against
all insects.

2 x Lightweight, foldable poles
come with each hammock.
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Lightweight Poles help
spread out the mosquito net
making the hammock
spacious inside.

The hammock can be used
without the poles (but it is
not as spacious inside).

Poles can be removed when
not needed.
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Set-up Options:
Mosquito Net Tied Above:
It is possible to tie the mosquito net up above the hammock
allowing the user to enter / exit the hammock without using the
zips - for example this is useful during times of the day when there
are no mosquitoes / insects around.
When it is needed it is very easy and quick to drop the net down
and close the zips. This takes less than one minute to do.

Mosquito Net Underneath:
If the mosquito net is not needed at all it is possible to flip the
hammock over so the mosquito net is underneath (please remove
the mosquito net poles if doing this).
Using the hammock this way allows you to lie out in the open / in
the sun and, of course, allows for very quick exit from the hammock
if needed.
Using it this way you can also use it as a seat during the day.

Ground / Bed Set-Up:
The Frontline Hammock can also be easily set up as a bivi on the
ground or on a bed with the mosquito net up.
Please see photo on the left.
If setting up on the ground you will need two sticks / supports to tie
the mosquito net to and keep it suspended above the hammock.
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Insulation:
The Frontline Hammock is suitable for use and works well in cold
climates as well as hot climates.
The two layer base allows you to insert a thermarest / foam
camping mat etc between the two layers as insulation in colder
weather.
In hammocks the majority of heat loss is felt from below due to the
compression of the loft in your clothing / sleeping bag by your body
weight.
Having the option to put insulation between the layers is a very
useful feature. There are also three velcro patches to close the two
layers which helps to keep your insulation in place.
The two base layers open on one side allowing insulation
(thermarest / camping mat etc.) to be inserted between the layers

Thermarest inside the two base layers

Velcro patches help close the two layers
keeping your insulation in place

Jungle hammock camping:

..
.

The DD Frontline Hammock performs well in Jungle conditions:
The fully insect / mosquito proof netting keeps out all insects.
The two base layers help prevent large mosquitoes biting through
(in jungle conditions it is common for mosquitoes to be able to bite
through one layer).
Made from breathable material it allows air movement in hot,
humid conditions.

Additional features include:

..
.

4 Loops to hang small bags from the hammock
Hanging loops inside the mosquito net at either end to hang light items from (glasses, torch, small bag etc.)
4 Internal pockets for small items

Small bag hanging from loop inside the hammock
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Four pockets (same as above) inside hammock
for storing small items
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